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Abstract—Flood disaster is one of the events that have an impact on the lives of the individuals involved in Malaysia. Destruction and loss make a person feels depressed besides being worried. Even worse when the victims become depressed as a result of the incident. Flood events can be seen as a threat to the well-being of individuals both physically and emotionally. This article will discuss how stress, anxiety and depression are related to the quality of life and well-being of flood victims. The discussion is based on the Stressful Life Events Theory, Freud’s Anxiety Theory, Beck’s Cognitive Theory of Depression and the Quality of Life Conceptual Model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Flooding in Malaysia has various impacts on the affected population in terms of damage to property, destruction of property and loss of life. In general, the average rainfall for all the states in Malaysia is 2,500 mm a year [1]. This has put Malaysia as one of the countries with the heaviest rainfall in the world. Flood disaster has created sufferings, pain and agony among the victims.

In relation to this, stress and anxiety have been recognized as factors that could lead to depression and this will affect the quality of life of those involved. With the growing number of victims each year, much needs to be done in order to ensure quality health and well-being. Victims are regularly plagued by flooding that has happened before. This gives rise to stress and anxiety among flood victims. Residents expressed concern and pressure on natural events if the unforeseen incident occurs again. The question arises in terms of the feelings experienced by the victims is do they suffer from stress, anxiety and depression when thinking about the recurrent risks? Any daily activities are certainly affected if the unforeseen incident occurs again. The psychological and physiological effects and change will be experienced by those who are dealing with stress [5].

Effects suffered by each victim in Malaysia are different depending on the experiences during the flood. Victims are still faced with the risk of flooding in the future. The question arises in terms of the feelings experienced by the victims is do they suffer from stress, anxiety and depression when thinking about the recurrent risks? Any daily activities are certainly affected if the unforeseen incident occurs again. The psychological and physiological effects and change will be experienced by those who are dealing with stress [5].

When a person is faced with stress and anxiety, their quality of life will be affected. According to Ferran[6], one’s well-being or quality of life is geared towards how a person can live a normal and quiet life, capability to lead to a more meaningful social life, joy and satisfaction, and achieve physical and mental ability.

Based on the above discussion, the objective of this paper is to discuss the possible theoretical perspective via model integration for the purpose of conducting a research on flood management relief.

II. CONCEPTUAL DEFINITION

A. Stress, Anxiety and Depression

Selye (1968) mentioned that the stress tradition encompasses a diffuse and multifaceted array of psychic,
somatic, and interpersonal problems that often arise as responses to the strains of everyday life. There is eustress when it helps us perform better, or distress when it causes upset or makes us sick. The causes of stress are called stressors or triggers [7].

The anxiety disorders represent a failure to either elect an adaptive response or to inhibit a maladaptive response given a situation. Anxiety is a state of diffuse arousal following the perception of a real or imagined threat. This fundamentally experiential, future-oriented, self-focusing emotion at times can be adaptive, as anticipatory problem-solving thoughts are triggered. Anxiety disorders will directly implicates emotion [8], [9].

Depression is not the same as a blue mood, which is a normal short-term experience of sadness or loss. Depression is an illness that involves the body, mood, and thoughts. Often referred to as the invisible disease, it affects the way a person eats and sleeps, the way one feels about oneself, and the way one thinks about things. Depression is not a sign of weakness or a condition that can be willed or wished away. People who are depressed cannot merely “pull themselves together” and get better. Without treatment, symptoms can last for weeks, months, or years. Appropriate treatment, however, can help most people who suffer from depression [10], [11].
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In this paper definition of depression, anxiety and stress are based on the Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS) by Lovibond and Lovibond [12]. It has been noticed that stress makes the person easily offended, becomes angry, loses focus on the job and this will have an impact on one's health. Concerns about uneasy feelings are usually responded as nervous, scared and worried about the effects of psychological factors, while depression is a disturbance resulting in the loss of a sense of happiness and excitement about things around. This reaction is caused by a condition or event that causes a person to feel loss in terms of economic factor, family, health and social services. The salient features of the scale are as Table II.

B. Quality of Life

Quality of life is a broad concept that incorporates all aspects of life and has been used in a variety of disciplines such as geography, philosophy, medical sciences, social sciences, health promotion and advertising [13].

Many factors such as physical, spiritual and health state, independence level, social relationship with the environment and others are influenced by the quality of life [14]. Quality of life has also been defined “as the satisfaction of an individual’s values, goals and needs through the actualization of their abilities or lifestyle” [15].

Quality of life is assessed with the help of both objective and subjective indicators. In the quality of life research, one often distinguishes between the subjective and objective quality of life. Subjective quality of life is about feeling good and being satisfied with things in general. Objective quality of life is about fulfilling the society and cultural demands for material wealth, social status and physical well-being [16].

According to Ferrell, quality of life is one’s well-being covering four areas, namely physical, mental, social and spiritual well-being [17]. Quality of life and well-being are practically interchangeable concepts but may be distinguished by the manner they are measured [18].

In this paper quality of life refers to the World Health Organization (WHO) definition [19] in the WHO Quality of Life-BREFF (WHOQOL-BREFF) as an individual's perception of their position and life in the context of culture and value systems associated with staying connected with the goals, expectations, standards and concerns. It covers physical health, psychological state, level of independence, social relationships, personal beliefs and relationship with the environment. The quality of life is not just simply related to health, lifestyle, life satisfaction, mental state and well-being, but is also related to the perception of the individual assessment of the level of mental health, the psychosocial and other aspects of life. The quality of life also includes physical and mental health and social well-being.

III. Theory

The theory which will be discussed and is appropriate to the study of stress, anxiety, depression and quality of life is the stress life event theory, Freud's anxiety theory, Beck's cognitive theory of depression and the quality of life conceptual model.

A. The Stressful Life Events Theory

The Theory of Stressful Live Events was presented by Holmes and Rahe[20], and, Holmes and Matsu[21]. They agree with the opinion that the occurrence of specific events in life can have an impact on individual physical and mental self. Their research aims to formulate specific events in life that cause stress. According to this theory, stress appears to be based on the individual’s experienced incidents where the incident raises coping behavior and adaptive responses. According to this theory, stress stems from life experience which in turn affects and change someone’s life. This reflect negative pressure that can affect the daily life journey.

B. Freud’s Anxiety Theory

According to Freud in Strongman [22], anxiety is caused by threats or harassment individuals received. Anxiety is part
of the natural instinct for self-safety stemming from emotional shock and fear of castration. Concerns create a sense of panic. Reality due to concerns result in bitter experience that the perception of the environment poses a threat in dealing with the fear of an environmental condition. This effect is sometimes able to affect up to a lifetime. Things that can inspire fear and stress to individuals will cause concerns in them to deal with the situation [23].

C. Beck’s Cognitive Theory of Depression

Stress and anxiety experienced by the victims can finally create the symptoms of depression. According to Beck [24], depression is due to the attitude and mindset of private individuals and the symptoms showing signs of depression are a result of nonpeaceful thoughts. Those who are depressed are more likely to perceive their future experience as an understanding of the personal and impersonal factors. Cognitive structure between the input stimulus and response personality of the beliefs and assumptions relate to an object, event or environment. They also consider the future of their experience as negative and unrealistic. Depressed attitude is likely to be long-lasting and permanent if not controlled. They are also in a state of worry and concern. This theory describes the three negative thinking: man, of himself, the world and the future as he thinks. Negative thoughts of oneself are how individuals will see themselves in a negative frame of thought; thinking of oneself as inadequate and worthless. This condition will cause the individual to express himself or herself physically, mentally, and morally, and will further push himself or herself out of any activity.

D. The Quality of Life Conceptual Model

Perceived quality of life is closely related to psychological factors. Negative characteristics such as stress, anxiety and depression can affect the quality of life of victims. According to the quality of life model built by Zhan [25], the quality of life is defined as a life experience to identify and satisfy nature. The quality of life is affected by a person’s background, health, and the situation. Symptoms of stress, change and adaptation functionality are considered as a medium of communication.

IV. INTEGRATED MODEL

Fig. 1 shows how each theory integrates with each other. Through the model, it can be seen how floods become a trigger to stress experienced by the flood victims in Malaysia. The stressful life events theory states that stress emerges as a result of events experienced by individuals. Incidents result in a change which occur in the lives of the victims. Other theories integrated are the Freud’s anxiety theory and the cognitive theory of depression in which reality concerns arising from bitter experience result in the perception that the environment poses a threat in dealing with the fear of an environmental condition, while depression emerges as a result of nonpeaceful thoughts. Those who suffer from depression have a negative perception of themselves. Beck’s cognitive theory of depression integrates with the conceptual model of the quality of life of negative characteristics that can affect the quality of life enjoyed by the flood victims in Malaysia.

V. DISCUSSION

Floods in Malaysia have caused a change in the lives of those affected. These changes sometimes provide pressure to the flood victims in their daily life. The relationship between experienced events and stress affect the victims indirectly. Pressure can affect the flood victims’ quality of life. Despite this, sustained pressure varies with individuals. According to Ralf and Ute [26], although the flood disaster can be predicted and detected several days before the incident, it still gives shock and pressure to the flood victims, and this is considered as a perception of control (perceived controllability). Perception of control is considered to be one-dimensional in categorizing stressful life events. This disaster could provide pressure and alter the function of the victim’s daily routines. For children, this disaster affects their daily routine and can cause negative effects if the routine is disrupted [27]. Flood victims also have the possibilities of dealing with the stress response and ongoing trauma [28].

Some flood victims in Malaysia may experience anxiety every time there is heavy rain. This is due to the experience of the past, that heavy rain has resulted in flooding which destroyed crops and livestock, damage to property, loss of a financial equity and also resulted in the loss of life of family members. Their daily lives are always in a state of alert. Therefore, they are worried of repeated flooding [2]. The level of concern over the possibility of floods is experienced by those with lower incomes [29]. Anxiety and depression among victims are related to losses in the event of flooding and previous studies showed that if the aid in terms of counseling and social support are given several months after the incident, fear is reduced among the victims [30].

There are several limitations of human perception of risks related to the psychological mechanisms. Floods can cause unpleasant feelings of anxiety and lack of sense of security. For this reason every individual’s emotional and psychological characteristics affect their perception. This can lead to an effect known as cognitive dissonance where one is confronted with information that affects the integrity of their beliefs about the world and cause internal tension.

Persistent concerns among the flood victims in Malaysia will lead to depressive behavior. Should any victims experience symptoms of depression, this will lead to negative stimuli in the self-improvement and consequently, the level of prosperity enjoyed is decreased [31]. Depression will cause a drop in the positive emotions of a person [32]. If someone is experiencing symptoms of depression, it will weaken and can lead to more serious mental health problems and other diseases. According to Beck, the negative thoughts
experienced by a person as a result of negative assumptions on the environment held the loss of a loved one and the same scene over and over [33].

Flood not only affects the victims physically, but also from the security perspective as well as places of residence and family safety. These feelings, in turn, affect the quality of life and well-being enjoyed by flood victims in Malaysia. The quality of life degenerates if the victim is under pressure as a result of the incident. Different acceptance of these floods will cause different levels of the quality of life enjoyed. According to Diener [34], psychological well-being is dependent on the emotional enjoyment and fulfillment.

Sarason, James, and Judith [35] found that neither positive nor negative life changes were related to measures of depression and anxiety when only individuals with internal locus-of-control orientations were examined; that is, individuals who believe that they have control over their lives and unaffected by experienced life changes. Negative changes were significantly related to depression and anxiety only for individuals with external locus-of-control orientations. In this situation, negative events (and the persistent undesirable consequences of those events) may decrease self-regard in two related ways. Failures to control the occurrence of events or their undesirable consequences may decrease a sense of mastery or control over life [36]. The loss of valued social roles or inadequate performance in remaining roles may lower the value on individuals in their own and others’ eyes [37], [38] and it will give rise to anxiety and depression. At the same time, it also affects the quality of life and well-being of the flood victims in Malaysia.

VI. CONCLUSION

Flooding is one of the natural disasters that have an impact on victims in Malaysia. Natural disasters can lead to unpleasant feelings such as depression and anxiety. These factors affect the victims involved. This effect is known as cognitive dissonance where one is faced with situations that affect their faith in everyday life and cause a person to experience negative emotions. Stress, anxiety and depression experienced may involve the flood victims in Malaysia for a short period and sometimes it can be long-term. However, since the psychological factors are implicated both theoretically and empirically in the genesis of such behaviors[39], these actions will be included as mental-health outcome of interest.

The theoreis have allowed the researchers to examine the impacts of various types of flood experience toward the psychological well-being of the Malaysian flood victims. The more life changes individuals experience, regardless of the positive or negative aspects of change events, the more likely their coping or resistance resources will be faced with anxiety and depression. The crucial quality of life events in this formulation is believed to be undesirable; such events threaten the physical survival or emotional well-being of the Malaysian flood victims.

Utilising the said theories, a study is currently being conducted in Malaysia to examine the relationship between stress, anxiety and depression with quality of life among flood victims. It is hoped that the outcome of this study will further enhance the knowledge of these theories as an integrated model for flood victims’ quality of life. Hopefully, the flood relief management programs and strategies may be put forward and utilized by relevant authorities throughout Malaysia.
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